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Making Data Work for You:
Free Mapping Tools for 

Prioritization and Property 
Research



Losing Ground



Losing Ground



Shaping the Future of Your 
Community
• Created in response to Losing 

Ground
• Works with communities to 

implement sustainable 
development and increase 
conservation efforts – especially 
in “sprawl frontier”

• Facilitation: supports local 
stakeholders with tools and 
information



Climate Change
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Climate and Land Use Connection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I  mentioned increased stormwater. That’s just one example of how climate change exacerbates the problems caused by development.Source: National Climate Assessment, U.S. Global Change Research program



Climate Change Adaptation

• How do we help ecosystems and 
species cope with and adapt to 
these changes?

• How do we avoid or reduce 
impacts to infrastructure?

Where are these resilient places?

Conserve resilient places –
and restore resilience where it’s lost



• Adjacent to Protected Land
• Under-protected Settings

MAPPR: Mapping And Prioritizing 
Parcels for Resilience

BioMap2:
Habitat, Biodiversity

TNC Resilience:
Climate Adaptation

Critical Linkages:
Ecological Connectivity

• Parcel Size
• Block Size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And collectively, the data in MAPPR apply all of these conceptsEach parcel is evaluated for its contributions to three main data sets, BioMap2, TNC Resilience, and Critical Linkages connectivityWhich I’ll briefly describeI was going to make some assumptions about who is familiar with these data.  Hands



Landscape Complexity
Number of microclimates 
are found in the area

James C. Engberg

Resilience: The capacity to absorb disturbance and reorganize 
while retaining the same basic function, structure and identity.

Landscape Connectivity
Possibility for individuals 
and populations to move 
among these 
microclimates



Landscape Complexity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what a map of landscape complexity looks like for the Northeast – with every point or cell getting a scoreAll of the maps and results use the same symbolsGreen = is resilient (above average)Yellow = The scores are “normalized” so that those in the middle are averageBrown = is not resilient (below average)Modified by wetland density in flat areas…



The degree to which the 
landscape supports 

movement

Landscape Connectivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How easy is it to move across the landscape to find these places?Again, every point on the landscape is scoredGreen above average = permeable/connected



30  Settings:
Geology & Elevation

Low elevation sand

Mid-elevation limestone

Complexity + Connectivity: Resilient Network that 
Represent a Full Suite of Biodiversity

High elevation sandstoneComplexity
+

Connectivity

Resilience =

within each setting

Goal: 
Protect the stage, 

not the actors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final but crucial pieceWe want our network of resilient sites to represent a full suite of biodiversity, now and into the future.For example, in MA we have wetlands on low sand, mid limestone, and high sandstoneEach supports unique assemblies of plants and animals.  They have through time, and will going forwardWe need a tool…MA created that tool, a map of settings defined based on e and g30Long running broadway playWe want our resilient network to include each -Identifying and protecting resilient sites in a diversity of settings will support a resilient network of functional ecosystems even as spp. composition changes Think of these settings as stages, defined by a place’s elevation and geologyThese are the drivers of species composition; defining past, current and future biodiversityEach of these settings harbors unique and important plants and animals, that have changed over time (historically and into the future) (Protecting the stage, not of Actors) Actors (species) are important, but dynamic over time and determined by settingEach setting is evaluated separately so that the final network of resilient sites represents the full suite of biodiversity, now and into the future.  So mark created a map of these settings, defined by geology and elevation30 types region wideIn the resilience analysis, each setting is evaluated for lc + lc separatelyOver 1000’s of years, the composition of our ecosystems has changed.What were once spruce swamps and likely now red maple swamps, as glaciers retreat, and there are countless examples. Species have changed, and are likely to change much more rapidly in the context of climate change in the coming decades and centuries in our wetlands, forests, and coasts.We need to be OK with that.But the way we can ensure that we still have a network of functional sites and the fullest potential of species. Is to identify and protect a network of wetlands with the full breadth of enduring features (those physical settings defined by combinations of geology and elevation) that define the biodiversity of an area at any given time.therefore identifying and protecting a diversity of settings will support functional ecosystems even as spp. composition changes (Protecting the stage, not of Actors)



BioMap2

Includes:
Rare & Vulnerable Plants & Animals
Intact Forests
Intact Wetlands
Intact Rivers
Vernal Pools
Intact Landscape

…long-term persistence of species and their 
habitats, natural communities, and a diversity 
of ecosystems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incorporated a lot of these concepts into BioMap2:Identify and protect ecosystems (forests, rivers, wetlands) that have:Sufficient sizeLargest examples forests and riversEcological processes and LOCAL ConnectivityRivers: flooding regimes, connectivity, nutrient cycles, etc.Forests: connectivity, carbon sequestration, soil formation, etc.Minimize stressors, Least disturbed/most intact examplesless pollution, less fragmentation, less A variety of micro habitat or micro climatesAnd in some casesNetwork:Regional connectivityRepresentation and replicate a full suite of biodiversity, current and futureReplication of all elements to reduce riskIntensive Management: restoration, relocation, etc.Adaptive Management



Critical Linkages II

• Conservation Nodes
– Conservation Areas

• Conductance
– Probability of animals moving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model shows conservation nodes – green areas defined by BioMap2 and the most intact protected areasAnd blue areas between them, modeled areas that identify the highest probability of allowing animals to move between nodes.Critical Linages: Defining connected network across MA/W MA, and how to maintain it.  Nodes and links among them.Conservation Nodes – Conservation Areas key for connectivityHigh Integrity Protected Areas & BioMap2 Core HabitatConductance – How well each cell facilitates connectivity among nodes –Darker blue = greater probability of animals moving through this pathFunction of: Flow (random low cost paths), Irreplaceability, Resistance, Distance



www.massaudubon.org/mappr



MAPPR: 3 Steps

Select a study area

∙ Town, county, or 
watershed

Choose model

∙ Choose a pre-
calculated model 
(balanced, 
resilience,  aquatic, or 
biological) 

∙ Choose specific model 
values

Run & Review Results

∙ Review results, including 
priority scoring and parcel 
ownership

∙ Adjust optional filters and 
constraints

1 2 3

Values: Resilient Sites for Conservation, Critical Linkages Priorities, BioMap2 Core 
Habitat, Parcel Size, Block Size,  Adjacent to Protection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parcels are as of September, 2016NRCS Prime farmland layer was added.  Prime farmland , farmland of unique importance, and farmland of statewide importance were all usedMassDEP Wellhead protection areas were added (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA)Surface water supply protection areas (Zone A, B, and C)Analyses can be customized for specific Regional Land TrustsWill release at MLCC on March 25th



Instructions & Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parcels are as of September, 2016NRCS Prime farmland layer was added.  Prime farmland , farmland of unique importance, and farmland of statewide importance were all usedMassDEP Wellhead protection areas were added (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA)Surface water supply protection areas (Zone A, B, and C)Analyses can be customized for specific Regional Land TrustsWill release at MLCC on March 25th



1. WHERE
Choose a study area

Coming soon: Regional Land Trusts and Mass DFW Districts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parcels are as of September, 2016NRCS Prime farmland layer was added.  Prime farmland , farmland of unique importance, and farmland of statewide importance were all usedMassDEP Wellhead protection areas were added (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA)Surface water supply protection areas (Zone A, B, and C)Analyses can be customized for specific Regional Land TrustsWill release at MLCC on March 25th



2. WHAT
Choose a pre-calculated model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parcels are as of September, 2016NRCS Prime farmland layer was added.  Prime farmland , farmland of unique importance, and farmland of statewide importance were all usedMassDEP Wellhead protection areas were added (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA)Surface water supply protection areas (Zone A, B, and C)Analyses can be customized for specific Regional Land TrustsWill release at MLCC on March 25th



2. WHAT
Or choose your own adventure

Coming soon: Prime Farmland, Surface Water Protection Zones, 
and Wellhead Protection Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parcels are as of September, 2016NRCS Prime farmland layer was added.  Prime farmland , farmland of unique importance, and farmland of statewide importance were all usedMassDEP Wellhead protection areas were added (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA)Surface water supply protection areas (Zone A, B, and C)Analyses can be customized for specific Regional Land TrustsWill release at MLCC on March 25th



3. RUN
Run model and view results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parcels are as of September, 2016NRCS Prime farmland layer was added.  Prime farmland , farmland of unique importance, and farmland of statewide importance were all usedMassDEP Wellhead protection areas were added (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA)Surface water supply protection areas (Zone A, B, and C)Analyses can be customized for specific Regional Land TrustsWill release at MLCC on March 25th



Let’s Try An Example
Merrimac Town Forest

We’re going to run the 4
pre-calculated models

• Balanced
• Resilience
• Aquatic
• Biological



The different models
Merrimac Town Forest

Resilience

Aquatic

Biological

Balanced



Parcel Labels: 
Numbers vs. Colors

Each parcel has both a color and a number
• The COLOR is relative

• Parcels are shown as yellow (low level priority), orange (medium), or red 
(high).

Note: parcels with no color may be existing protected areas (which will show up if “MassGIS 
Open Space Layer” is turned on), under one acre in size (not considered in this analysis), or did 
not shown up for protection value.

• Depending on the region you’re searching within (town, county, watershed, 
DFW District, or Land Trust region), parcels may show as low, medium, or 
high priority.

• The NUMBER is absolute
• Each parcel that was included in the search will also show a number.  The 

parcel is given a ranking of 0 -3 for each input such as Critical Linkages or 
Resilient Sites for Conservation. 

• There is no “goal number” to achieve – it depends on which inputs you’ve 
included. If you’re only searching for parcels with Critical Linkages, you can 
only get a score of 3 since there’s only one input.  If you search for the 
balanced model, there are numerous inputs and the score could be higher, 
depending on which resources are present.

• Regardless of the search area (town, county, etc.), the parcel number stays 
th  



Additional considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parcels are as of September, 2016NRCS Prime farmland layer was added.  Prime farmland , farmland of unique importance, and farmland of statewide importance were all usedMassDEP Wellhead protection areas were added (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA)Surface water supply protection areas (Zone A, B, and C)Analyses can be customized for specific Regional Land TrustsWill release at MLCC on March 25th



For more information, contact
Ariel Maiorano

amaiorano@massaudubon.org

Development of MAPPR supported by
Open Space Institute Land Trust (OSILT) 

and the Lookout Foundation.

Thank you!
massaudubon.org/mappr




